RHS: Winter 2021
Friday, November 19, 2021, 7:00pm ON ZOOM, Katherine Charapko, Assistant Director, Wilderstein
Historic Site—Second Floor Restoration

Wilderstein is currently undergoing restoration of its second floor in preparation for public
viewing. Ms Chapko will discuss this process that will reveal the more private life of the family
home.

President’s Message
We are pleased to report that the 125-year-old gates once at the Montgomery Street entrance
to Astor Drive will soon be coming home. In the 1960’s, heiress Brooke Astor divested herself of
the Astor family’s enormous estate, Ferncliff, which extended from Upper Montgomery Street
all the way to the Hudson River. Since this road into Ferncliff was to become a public road, the
entrance could no longer be restricted in any way and the gates had to go.

They rested for many years at 176 River Road, home until recently of the Verrilli family. Those
who remember Kay Verrilli know what a strong preserver and promoter she was of local
history. Her sons are now donating the gates to the Village so that they can be re-installed at
their original location. Astor Drive remains a public road, so the gates will never be closed. They
will stand open, inviting us to head down the drive and be reminded of the natural beauty of
the landscape that attracted the Astors to Rhinebeck. In this and our next newsletter, Matt
Verrilli provides us with a history of Astor Drive, referred to by the Astors as their F & R Road.
And speaking of gates, we apologize for an error on page 3 of our August 2021 newsletter, in
Jack Conklin’s article, “Caroline T. Wells and Wells Manor.” The Cantin family funded cemetery
gates in Hyde Park, not (as we erroneously reported) in Nyack--now corrected in the online
version of our newsletter.
David Miller, President
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A History of Astor Drive:
The F.&R. Road (Part 1)
By Matt Verrilli
John Jacob Astor IV, the great-grandson of the John Jacob Astor who was the
originator of the Astor fortune, inherited Ferncliff, the family’s country seat on the
Hudson River in Rhinebeck, N.Y. from his father, William Backhouse Astor, Jr. in 1892.
His father, who was the son of William Backhouse Astor of the Rokeby estate in
Barrytown, had established Ferncliff in 1854 with the purchase of farmlands belonging
to Freeborn and Francis Garrettson. Beginning with these initial lands situated between
the Hudson River and what is now River Road, with purchases of additional surrounding
farms and other properties William had expanded Ferncliff lands to over 650 acres at
the time of his death. He also built a considerable amount of infrastructure which
included a mansion, a coach house, a dairy farm, a conservatory and greenhouses,
renowned thoroughbred breeding stables, two gatehouses, and a boat dock on the
Hudson. Where River Rd passed through estate lands he also constructed the first of
the Astor stone walls that would become something of a signature feature of Ferncliff. In
1889 William made his final purchase of Ferncliff land before his death, the 110 acre
Hoffman property which extended greater Ferncliff eastward all the way to Montgomery
Street, and also included the house known as The Maples.

William Backhouse Astor, Jr.

John Jacob Astor IV
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William’s son Jack, as he was known to friends and family, was a Rhinebeck native,
having been born at Ferncliff in 1864. As such, he had a deep affinity for Ferncliff,
spending a good part of the year there every year for the duration of his life. When he
inherited Ferncliff from his father in 1892 he immediately began a number of large
building construction projects and improvements on the estate, as well as an intense
effort at land acquisition which would eventually see greater Ferncliff expand to nearly
three thousand acres. Hand-in-hand with the expansion of Ferncliff lands, Jack pursued
an vigorous program of road construction and improvements, both on the private roads
within the core of the estate, and on the public roads within greater Ferncliff. From the
beginning of Jack’s tenure, road improvements were part of his master plan to improve
the general infrastructure of the estate and also enhance recreational and sports
activities for his family and guests. Bicycling, carriage travel, and later automobiling all
were activities that Jack and his wife Ava regularly partook in while at Ferncliff, and they
required good roads to be properly enjoyed. The road works at Ferncliff were also
motivated in part by Jack’s broader passion for the Good Roads Movement. His efforts
in promoting good roads were widely recognized nationally, and led to his involvement
in many large scale road improvement efforts throughout his life. While Jack promoted
his grander visions of good roads on a national scale, he simultaneously focused his
interest in good roads on Ferncliff in a more material sense, effectively using the country
seat as a proving grounds for experimentation in road building methods in order to
enhance his understanding of the current science, and to improve it.

John Jacob Astor IV (center) at a meeting of the National Commission for the
Construction of the Transcontinental Boulevard. (Automobile Magazine May, 1900)
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The Rhinebeck public road now known as Astor Drive was Jack’s first major road
construction project at Ferncliff. Completed in 1895, it was a private drive about one
mile in length that linked the core of Ferncliff and the Astor residence more directly to
the village of Rhinebeck. The only means of reaching the village from the Astor
residence at that time was via more circuitous routes on the public roads. To resolve
this inconvenience a road was laid out that began at the estate’s offices and
superintendent’s residence located at the former Lorillard property on the east side of
River Road, near the core of the estate, and crossed the former Hoffman lands to exit
on the Albany Post Road (Montgomery Street) at a point just south of The Maples.
Along its course the road traversed the Central New England Railroad tracks with a
grade crossing, and a stone bridge was constructed to cross the Rhinebeck Kill. The
trademark Ferncliff stone walls and pillars with large wrought iron gates were erected at
the entrance to the drive on Montgomery Street, which from then on became the
“official” entrance to Ferncliff. After the new drive was completed in June of 1895, the
Astors immediately took advantage of its smooth surface for bicycle excursions, in
addition to travel by coach to and from the village.

An early photo c. 1895 of the newly completed private drive now known as Astor Drive.
Shown is the stone bridge Astor constructed over the Rhinebeck Kill east of the current
entrance to The Gardens condominiums. (Photo Rhinebeck Historical Society)
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The Astors gave permission for the public to use the private drive for the same
purposes, as they had done with other formerly public roads passing through Ferncliff
lands, provided the privilege was not abused. The privilege was indeed revoked for a
period of time when two years later some errant wheelmen were unwittingly
disrespectful to the wrong individual:
The fine roads of Ferncliff, the home of the Astors, at Rhinebeck, are closed to cyclers
because of an unpleasant incident a few days ago, which resulted in John Jacob Astor
being crowded into the ditch on his own property.
Mr. Astor and his wife are both enthusiastic bicycle riders, and when at home may be
seen any pleasant day riding on their wheels, enjoying the air and scenery. On the day
referred to, Mr. Astor met a party of wheelmen inside the gate of Ferncliff, who, instead
of making room for him, forced him to the side of the road, pocketing him so that he was
obliged to dismount.
At once orders were issued forbidding entrance to cyclists to the domain of Ferncliff. The
deprivation will be severely felt, as Ferncliff embraces miles of road built with the famous
iron ore which abounds in Rhinebeck and makes the smoothest and hardest macadam
surface in the world. 1

An early postcard showing the stone bridge over the Rhinebeck Kill constructed by John Jacob
Astor IV on Astor Drive. (Museum of Rhinebeck History RM.1996.0316.009)
1 FORCED MR. ASTOR TO DISMOUNT: Cyclists Will Be Shut Out from Ferncliff as a Result.
New York Times (1857-1922); May 2, 1897; pg. 1
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Shortly after the completion of Astor Drive Jack hired
Herbert Pinkham, C.E. (photo, right, Rhinebeck
Gazette), a young civil engineer from Massachusetts,
as the new Ferncliff estate superintendent. Pinkham
was a highly motivated and skilled engineer, and it is
likely that Jack recognized this in hiring him,
anticipating his needs in accomplishing his grander
vision for road improvements on the estate and the
surrounding public roads, and other improvements in
infrastructure to come. Over the years, Pinkham would
not only provide countless surveys, drawings, plans,
problem solving inventions, and cost estimates for road
improvements, buildings, bridges, and other
infrastructure, he also came to be the primary architect
and the overseer of an efficient and departmentalized
management system for the entire Ferncliff estate and
farm operations.
Road improvements and the construction of new private drives became a continuous
enterprise on the estate. Between 1896 and 1900 Jack and Herbert Pinkham
assembled at Ferncliff all of the tools and infrastructure typical of a highway department.
A Gates Iron Works rock-crushing plant was installed near quarries located north of
Ferncliff’s dairy barns. They acquired an eight-ton Kelly Springfield steam roller, an
asphalt heater, and an oil spreader custom designed and engineered by Pinkham.
Materials for road construction on both private and public roads were sourced on the
estate itself. For what was known as a “Telford” road base, in areas of road construction
where the earth was unstable, fieldstones were harvested from fields or old stone walls
and stacked on edge as the lowest layer of the road bed, and then compacted with the
steam roller. Numerous sand banks on the estate lands provided sand, and bluestone
quarries provided stone for crushing into gravel, or for bridge construction. It was
discovered that a native iron ore found in abundance on the estate, black hematite,
made an excellent road surface, and this was quarried as well, to be processed in the
crushing plant. Various formulas for surfacing of the roads were experimented with until
the most satisfactory was achieved, but the general method was to lay and then
steamroll successive layers of crushed stone or iron ore with a sandy loam added to fill
in the voids. Each successive layer used finer gravel until the last layer applied was fine
screenings. The road was then sprayed with a road oil of forty-percent asphalt, followed
by a light covering of sand, and then the surface was rolled smooth. 2
2 Good Roads; Vol. 11; July, 1910; 265-268
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A rough diagram of Ferncliff’s roads in 1910. Good Roads; Vol. 11; July, 1910; 265-268
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The Town of Rhinebecks’s first steam roller, a Buffalo Pitts roller purchased in 1905,
seen in front of the Rhinebeck Hotel (Beekman Arms). Astor had earlier lent the use of
his own 8 ton Kelly Springfield steam roller for public works such as re-grading the
Station Road (Rhinecliff Road) at Hutton Hollow in 1900.3 (Photo Museum of Rhinebeck
History RM.2005.1129.1.2)
As a matter of convenience in referring to the many private roads within the estate,
Astor and Pinkham devised a simplified system of nomenclature for the roads which
abbreviated them to the first letter of their two termini. For example, Astor Drive, being
the road from Ferncliff to Rhinebeck, was known to the Astors as the F.&R. road, the
road from the dairy to the house was the D.&H., the road from the house to the
boathouse the H.&B.H., and so on.4
3 Rhinebeck Gazette; June 23, 1900
4 Good Roads; Vol. 11; July, 1910; 265-268

To be continued in the February newsletter.
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The Rhinebeck Historical
Society thanks our supporting
Business Members
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The RHS is looking for volunteers to
help in the local history room at the
Starr Library. The room is open to the
public on Thursdays from 10 am to 4
pm. Scholars and researchers come in
looking for help with their work, and
others send in research requests via
email. Volunteers could either assist
them directly or do so indirectly by
working with the collections in our
archives. No prior research skills are
necessary. However, attention to
detail, interest in history, delight in
working with other people, and joy at
solving puzzles are all most desirable.
It is a great opportunity to learn about
our town while helping others. For
information call Mike Frazier at
845.876.7462 or e-mail
michaelfrazier@earthlink.net.
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Doing Local History Research? The local history room has reopened. We’re on the lower level of the Starr Library, 68 W
Market St, Thursdays 10-4 throughout the year. Appointments
encouraged but not required. Masks also required. Email
michaelfrazier@earthlink.net or call 845-876-7462 to make an
appointment or to ask questions about Rhinebeck history.
Check out our website:
www.http//Rhinebeckhistoricalsociety.org

THE RHINEBECK HISTORICAL SOCIETY - UPCOMING PROGRAMS

Friday, November 19, 7:00pm ON ZOOM, Katherine Charapko, Assistant Director, Wilderstein Historic
Site - Second Floor Restoration
Wilderstein is currently undergoing restoration of its second floor in preparation for public viewing. Ms
Charapko will discuss this process that will reveal the more private life of the family home.
Friday, December 17, 7:pm ON ZOOM, Jon Lawson – 165 years at “The Point”: Calvert Vaux's 1855
creation, changing times, and today's quandary.
Images will be shown including Vaux's plans for the main house, some landscape shots, the brick barns, and the
site today. Also included will be descriptions of some recent CVPA achievements and goals for the future.
Friday, January 21, 7:00 pm ON ZOOM, Thomas Rinaldi and Robert Yasinsac - Hudson Valley Ruins:
Bricks and Brick Ruins of the Hudson Valley
The Hudson Valley was once one of the great brick making centers of the world, with scores of brickyards on
both sides of the Hudson River. Countless mansions, houses, schools, and factory buildings were built from
Hudson River bricks, whose legacy can also be found in piles of reject bricks found along the shoreline today—
many molded with the name of the brickyard owner or company. Thomas Rinaldi and Robert Yasinsac will tell
the story of this once vibrant industry and highlight brickyard ruins that still exist, as well as notable ruins
constructed from local bricks. They are the authors of Hudson Valley Ruins: Forgotten Landmarks of an
American Landscape, as well as other books.
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